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The Project …
vQualitative analysis of policing perceptions concerning
gender-based crimes.
vUtilizing a Foucauldian framework to examine power
dynamics between traffickers and trafficked persons.

What is Human
Trafficking?

vSocial epidemic.

vFears no boundaries, occurs worldwide.

vTargets vulnerable demographics –
minority populations, children and women.

vIncludes the recruitment, transportation,
harboring, and exploitation of an individual
for purposes of economic benefit.

vForced sex work or forced labor.
(Royal Canadian Mountain Police [RCMP],
2014)

 Inequities and biases when prosecuting gender-based crimes
 Sexual assault victims as “un-credible” and blame-worthy
 Intimate partner violence as merely physical abuse
 Presence of an “Ideal Victim”
 Nils Christie (1989) five elements for victim status:
1. The victim was weak or sickly

What do Other
Scholars Say?

2. The victim was engaged in a respectable endeavour
3. She was in an area that she cannot be made responsible
for
4. The offender was big and bad
5. She didn’t know the offender

(Gotell, 2008, p. 148; De Toni & Comello, 2010, p. 1-126; Randall, 2010,
p. 398; Bell et al., 2011, p. 71;Hoyle et al., 2013, p. 315;Maier, 2014, p. 29;
Anderson, 2015, p. 106; van der Watt & van der Westhuizen, 2017, p.
221; Freeman, 2018, p. 165; Gezinski & Gonzalez-Pons, 2021, p. 1)

Methods
vQualitative analysis
vThematic analysis
vCoding by NVivo 12 pro

Theoretical Framework
vFoucault (1975/1997), in Discipline and Punish: The Birth of
the Prison
vPower as shifting
vSovereign power
vCorporeal punishment

vDisciplinary power
vTechniques of discipline and surveillance

Relation to Human
Trafficking
Gorilla Pimps
vGorilla pimps disseminate
sovereign power.
vPhysical and sexual violence,
as well as threats of force to
coerce their victims.

Romeo Pimps
vRomeo pimps deploy disciplinary
power to regulate their subjects.
vTechniques of discipline and
surveillance under the guise of
love.

Limitations to
the Criminal
Justice System

 Judges cannot comprehend sovereign and disciplinary power.
 Victims receive less retribution and offenders skirt criminal
responsibility
 What can we do?
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